


digm 
 

to show or to reveal 
as in “paradigm”  

where para is a pattern and  
digm the act of revealing



Europe wants a SINGLE, 
multilingual digital market to 

compete globally

To leverage that 
single market, 
there must be 
private 
investment in 
multilingual 
startups.



We need to leverage more  
private investment. 

“Unicorns” are startups valued over $1 billion. In this report CB Insights looked at 
99 unicorns in the US. It demonstrates the importance of private capital investing in 
startups to counter-balance the hegemony of the largest unicorns.

The European 
Single Digital 
Market must 
have this 
component to 
compete. 

https://www.cbinsights.com/reports/KPMG-CB-Insights-unicorn-report.pdf 



NEED

people want to connect with 
others across languages



Problem 

US Germany 

Detects User browser 
language = English US 

Translated 
to English 

User Searches “contemporary art in Germany” 

US lens on 
Germany 

DISCOVERY IS DEPENDENT ON LANGUAGE 

Finds content in English, either in 
the US or that portion that has been 
translated to English in Germany 

SEO Internationalization strategies seek to maximize returns 
 within this framework: set up a web site within the country-specific  

domain, undergo full translation and localization,  
and optimize language-specific searches. 



The underlying assumption is that if 
content isn’t in a user’s native 

language, it isn’t useful 



Solution 

US Germany 

Detects User browser 
language = English US Translated 

to English 

User Searches “contemporary art in Germany” 

digm 

US lens on 
Germany 

With digm you have 
access to German 
language content 

related to 
contemporary art 

+ 

BUILD A CONNECTION TO THOSE OTHER LANGUAGE RESOURCES 

User sees content in English as well 
as content in German 

Consider Spanish speakers in the US whose 
cultural ties are often pan-national and would 
benefit from resources in other countries. At the 
2013 Biennial of the Americas in Denver, Eric 
Schmidt of Google called the middle class in 
Latin America their biggest growth market for 
the next decade. 



Sample 
Target 
Client 



Art Data Service  
Implementation Model 

Scholarly 
Terms for 
Art + 
Artists 
around the 
world 

Multilingualize the 
ontologies 
 
Labels made available 
in user’s native 
language 

Interlingual 
Index 

Artists + 
Galleries 
use digm to 
create LOD 
in native 
language 

Digital Rights 
Management 

harvest 
content 

•  Getty Research Institute has maintained 
vocabularies for 45 years 

•  Using Union List of Artists Names (ULAN) 
Ontology and controlled vocabularies 

Artist affirms rights 
granted 

digm 
Art + 
Artist 
Ontology 

Constantly fresh source 
of multilingual content 
on contemporary art 
from around the world 

digm manages the Data Stream: 

Multilingual structure enables 
Planet Art App navigation in 

native languages 

Cuban artist José Esterio Segura Mora, 
Todos querían volar (All want to fly)



Linked Open 
Data 

Today Data Sets are at the 
core of Linked Open Data. 
 
For startups, we must 
instead put End Users at the 
core. How can people and 
companies use the data 
cloud and contribute to its 
growth? 
 
How can we leverage the 
Linguistic Linked Open Data 
cloud to enable multilingual 
use? 
 

Linguis'c	  Linked	  Data	  Cloud	  April	  2015	  
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LEXICAL/CONCEPTUAL
RESOURCES:

domain terminologies and 
general knowledge bases

dictionaries and lexical
resource

CORPUS:
collections of language samples

annotated corpora

METADATA:
information about language and language resources

information about language 
resources (tools & bibliography)

linguistic terminology repositories

databases of language features 
(e.g., from typology)

Linguistic Linked Open Data 
(LLOD) cloud diagram

May 2014
CC-BY Open Linguistics Working Group 

(http://linguistics.okfn.org/llod)

Compiled for the 3rd Workshop on
Linked Data in Linguistics (LDL-2014)

KEY 1 
ENGLISH = contemporary art 
GERMAN = zeitgenössischer Kunst 
SPANISH = arte contemporaneo 
+  other languages 

+
KEY 2 
ENGLISH = Germany 
GERMAN = Deutschland 
SPANISH = Alemania 
+  other languages 

multilingual registry 

Overview 

Linguistic Linked Open Data cloud 
 
KEY 1 
BABELNET = 
 
EUROPEANA =  

Linked Data 

End User 

App 
Ecosystem 

Social Media, 
Web Sites + 
Multimedia 
files 

User-
Generated
Rich Data 

digm operates like a Domain 
Name Server that facilitates use 
of multilingual open data 

of users and ontology mappings 



How does it work? 

Ontology 

Linked Open Data Cloud 
For example: 
Getty Research Institute 
Europeana 
DBpedia 

External 
Multilingual 
Ontologies 

Multilingual 
Lexical Data 

User  
applies 
term in 
native 
language Compute 

confidence  
of candidates 

artist 
creative person 
wyrhta 
výtvarník 
yì shù jia 
artist 
artist 
arlunydd 
رسام 
塗家 
návrhář 
хѫдожьникъ 
къізньникъ 
艺术家 
藝術家 
涂家 
畫家 
художник 
画家 
umělec 
kunstner 
суртдуьллург 
kunstenaar 
tú jia 
майстор 
umìlec 
артист 
artista 
美术家 
malíř 
فنان 
فنان 

Contemporary 
Artist @en 

Interlingual Semantic Enrichment 
For example: BabelNet, Dbnary 
(SENSES), Interlingual Index 

Tools that 
combine datasets 

Harvest Content 

artista 
contemporáneo 

@es 

+ 

Google, Baidu, Yandex 

Machine Translation 

+ 

Context to 
disambiguate 

term 

= 

+ 

User annotations of 
language instances 

are stored to inform 
confidence in terms 



Ours is a global market. 
 

We will start with the 165 million 
people who speak Spanish. 

 
60 million people in the US  

speak a language other than English at home, 
that is 1 in 5. 

 



Legal Model 

Contract 
Management 

Declared license for 
Linked Data Resource 

 
 

Digital Rights Management 

Open Knowledge Foundation 

Open   Closed 

•  Partnerships 

•  Consulting Services 
•  Roadmap 
•  Project Management 
•  Technology Development 

•  Intellectual Property Ownership 

•  Data Integration in Proprietary 
Systems 

 
Included in metadata; machine readable 

Identify Intended Use (USE CASE) 

Attribution/Public Domain   Cost 

Data Set 

RDF License Dataset: 
148 Common Licenses 
(as of June 2015):  
Creative Commons, ODC, 
GNU… 



Phase 1: Enterprise Services + Core Technology, 2-Year Budget  
 

Business Development –  
•  Develop Proposals in Strategic Management Consulting for enterprises integrating authoritative 

Linked Open Data in mobile apps, web sites and practice management.  
•  Develop proposals to publish a corpus of linked open data for major health organizations in the U.S. 
•  Travel to and present to enterprise clients in the US and Europe 

300.000 euro

Legal Services in the EU and US 100.000

Ontology Engineering - Linguistic Linked Open Data Expert Services 
•  Establish formal relationship UPM and University of Colorado, International Multilingual Center of 

Excellence - Help Colorado companies build for global markets - Joint collaborators in Spanish 
language technologies in U.S. markets 

•  Create digm ontology (begin with medical and cultural terms) 
•  Map existing external ontologies + multilingualization of ontologies 
•  Create RDF harvester 
•  Develop project management procedures for mapping enterprise database systems such as that of 

Kaiser to our medical ontology and corpus of data 

 120.000

Marketing + Sales 
Develop written materials, web site, branding 

120.000

Apply for Public Research Funding Sources (to pay collaborators and grant writers)  
•  Apply to US National Institute of Health (NIH) Funding Proposal ($900,000 USD, 3 years) 
•  State of Colorado Office of Economic Development and International Trade ($500,000 USD) 
•  Create a digm Multilingual LOD Medicine Ontology. Approach existing organizations such as the 

American Diabetes Association and American Heart Association to publish a basic corpus of medical 
preventive and disease management information as Linked Open Data. Map their data structures to 
our ontology.  

•  Identify existing health data sets - World Health Organization, NIH Medical Headers 

  60.000

TOTAL: 700.000 euro for two years 350.000 euro / year



Carmen Wiedenhoeft 
Founder 
5130 East 17th Avenue Parkway 
Denver, CO 80220 USA 
Mobile: +1-720-771-1791 
Email: carmen@digm.io 
 
In Spain, in care of the law firm 
Uría Menéndez. 

Contact 


